Abstract
Cardiac affection during liver disease is accompanied with hazard of acute cardiac failure and very poor prognosis after liver transplantation. We hope to evaluate the connection between the severity of heart impairment and liver disease. Hundreds of patients and Hundreds of control persons had done Trans thoracic echocardiography, TDI and ST measures. We evaluate the relation between Trans thoracic echocardiographic values and MELD and Child scores. Values of systolic function (s wave, p < 0.001) and GLS (p < 0.001) in addiction to values of diastolic function were observantly more reduced in hepatic patients in comparison to control persons. There were no otherness between the different sets in the using scores regarding both systolic diastolic functions, the LA size interconnected to both Child (p = 0.11, r = 0.25) and MELD scores (p = 0.12, r = 0.23), LVEF was largely decreased in no redeemed patients in comparison to redeemed patients (p = 0.11), there is no correlation between degree of hepatic disease and heart impairment. So, a echo study should be done in hepatic patients prior interventional and surgical steps.
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1. Introduction
Cardiac affection during liver disease was delineative in persons having alcoholic cirrhosis, without associated heart troubles, example, a anemia or regurgitating valvular diseases having increased cardiac output and peripheral arterial dilation [1]. That sector of patients own bad sequel, particularly in persons who will have invasive interventions example of connection between portosystemic circulation (TJPS), liver intervention, and liver implant [2,3]. Newly, impairment of diastolic function is considered to be a foreteller of death in hepatic patients with liver cirrhosis [4]. Number of physicians inform that the raise of number of cases of impairment of diastolic function in the patients with end stage of liver impairment (Late cirrhosis with huge ascites), a sure relationship between the intensity of hepatic disease and the degree of heart impairment not found. Knowing this connection is not easy due to the constant alterations in the introduction of Cirrhotic cardiomyopathy. Cirrhotic cardiomyopathy was defined as ‘a inveterate’ impairment of heart function in persons with liver disease showing by decrease contraction response to stressful conditions with or without affected the function of the diastole with electrical changes when cardiac disease is not found.

By the use of modern technique to evaluate Cirrhotic cardiomyopathy, showing distinct propagation number of cases. The theories of affection of circulation in cirrhosis are increasing progressively. At the first time, it was construes by a global peripheral vascular dilation with low peripheral vessel intensity. Following sets on hepatic patients with ascites indicated that arterial expansion happens mainly in the vessel of gastroenterology system with compensatory constriction of the blood vessels outside gastroenterology organs, including brain, kidneys, liver and spleen [6,7]. For that reasons, The physiological study is no the only suggested pathogenesis of the affection of systolic function. The pathogenesis is more complicated and many pathogenesis are included, as affection of the receptors of beta-adrenergic types, otherness of the integrity of ion channels job in cardiac cells and the injurious effect of increase production of nitric oxide [8,10]. The connection of those mechanisms with the advancement of hepatic impairment is hard to be evaluated.

It was hoped in this research to catch in a patients in which there is relationship between liver impairment state and the severity of cardiac deterioration evaluated with the new tools and according to the guidelines of the American Society of Echocardiography and the timing of hepatic affection evaluated by traditional scores (CHILD and MELD) [11,12].

2. Patients and methods
This was a cross-sectional study. We studied all the diseased persons who went to the partition of gastrology from February 2012 to November 2014. Liver impairment was known by using of notes of clinical picture, lab results, somar and histopathological data. We not choose the circumstances which may be initially change the heart performance example: DM, HTN, chest troubles, chanciest ischemic heart disease, patient more than 70 ys and less than 25 ys, liver cancer, kidney troubles, decrease hemoglobin percent (less than 9 g/dl), thyroid dysfunction, liver affection due to alcoholic abuse, and un natural ECG findings example: abnormalities in the heart rate.

3. Results
Diseased persons with liver impairment presented continuously to the section of gastrology. On the base of on the choosing information, hundreds of Diseased persons were chosen in this research. The cause of liver disease occurred after viral infection in many of cases. A lot of cases (78.6%) taken beta adrenergic receptors antagonists during performing trans thoracic echo. The data of performance of systole (systolic wave, p < 0.001) also LVGLS (p < 0.001)). Also the data of performance of the diastole had been affected much
more in the diseased persons in comparison to the normal subjects. As the previous identification: the left ventricular ejection fraction less than fifty percent, impairment of systole present in fourteen diseased person. By the aid of novel trans thoracic echo, systolic wave on the wall against the medial wall less than eight centimeter per second is present in thirty thirty diseased persons. The all degrees of liver impairment shows nearly the same affection of the performance in systole however any connection could be found among the left ventricular ejection fraction, GLS or myocardial performance index and CHILD items.

Impairment of the function of the diastole present sixty one percent in our research represented mainly by first degree. No connection was found between the function of the diastole and grades of liver impairment. LA size was higher in late degree of hepatic impairment. Left ventricular thickness was huge in not compensated diseased persons.

4. Discussion

The expansion of liver disease affecting the cardiac function varies widely between researches due to deficiency of a clear definition, changeability of the methods which needed to evaluate that sector, and the changeability of comprehensive standards.

As the recommendations of the meeting of gastrology in Montreal To diagnose Cirrhotic cardiomyopathy there should be the following criteria: cardiac function in systole less than fifty fifty percent or decrease in the stroke volume after stress or drugs or the cardiac function in diastole showing E wave over A wave ratio less than one or dragging period more than two hundreds ms or IVRP more than eight milliseconds. The another helpful standards were included example increase the duration of corrected qt, unnatural chronotropic response, huge LA, over much myocardial thickness, elevated BNP, and elevated cardiac enzymes [3]. By the adoption of this opinion, the prevalence of cirrhotic cardiomyopathy in study was detected from 52% to 74% in a lot of researches [15,17].

Novel methods are able to diagnose precocious signs of heart affection, chiefly affection strain function including s wave on tissue Doppler imaging and GLS on the ST technology. As the new recommendations of the trans thoracic echo also multiple researches say, The GLS is considered impaired when it more than minus eighteen also when systolic wave is lower than eight centimeter per second [11,1]. In our study, 16.6% of the patients had a left ventricular ejection fraction < 55%, while 20.3% had a global longitudinal strain > −18% and 43.1% with systolic wave less than eight centimeter per second. Really As we not choose except basal LGS, It was discovered 41 % of the cases with inferior BLS more than minus eighteen. That result cope with the grade of decrease of systolic function as the two techniques evaluate basilar areas.

5. Limitations of the study

There are some limitations in this study example Absence of BNP examination As it is essential to assess Diastolic dysfunction (21). Also, exercise test whether by drugs or by exercise As it is beneficial method to shows little heart impairment.

6. Conclusion

Pathogenesis of heart in diseased liver persons is complicated. Also no relation among the intensity of liver impairment and degree cardiac impairment. Hence to adjust good treatment to liver diseased person, Trans thoracic echo study should be done to every diseased person prior invasive procedures also prior to hepatic donation whether liver fibrosis is present or not.
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